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Why Mike Yastrzemski and the Giants
are sold on special insoles: ‘If you’re
slipping, you’re losing’

By Zach Buchanan 3h ago 9
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It’s early July, and Giants outfielder Mike Yastrzemski is standing in the middle
of a crowded visiting clubhouse at Chase Field, lopsided. His left foot is housed
in an athletic shoe, but his right wears only a sock as it stands on the clubhouse
carpet. Speaking to a visitor, he requests a matching configuration. “Take your
shoe off,” the 31-year-old suggests.

This isn’t some weird baseball superstition. On the ground in front of him is an
insole that minutes ago resided in Yastrzemski’s right shoe, and the outfielder
wants to demonstrate its benefits. It’s no ordinary slice of foam, he explains, but
a crucial piece of equipment. He didn’t break into the big leagues until he was
28, and yet has managed to carve out a career as a big-league regular. And that
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bit of foam, which he began using prior to last season, is a big reason why.

“It had a very, very significant part of it,” Yastrzemski says, sliding the foam and
then his foot back into his shoe. “I think it’s really helped me a lot.”

These are the Blumaka Konnect Insoles and, if Yastrzemski and others with the
Giants are to be believed, they might be the latest innovation in sports
performance. Teams already are awash in technologies that track force and
swing plane and spin axis, and players obsess over their gloves and bats and
cleats. And yet nobody has paid that much attention to what happens inside the
shoe, where the foot can slip and slide. Until now.

That “micro-slippage” is a problem that Blumaka founder Stuart Jenkins claims
to solve with his special insoles, which are covered with what he calls a “high-
friction top cloth.” The issue of slippage, he says, is one that both the footwear
and sports industries have long ignored, perhaps because it’s often
imperceptible. But it happens, he says, and it’s inefficient. And in a sport that
chases efficiency, with analytically inclined front offices searching for any edge,
what happens inside the shoe is an unclaimed frontier.

That’s why Yastrzemski is such a proponent. Two Decembers ago, he landed a
pair of insoles from Blumaka through a family connection, and he’s been using
them ever since. He’s converted many others to the cause, including then-
Giants hitting coach Donnie Ecker — now the bench coach with the Rangers
— as well as several teammates, including Tommy La Stella and Evan
Longoria. Many never thought about how their feet moved inside their shoes
until trying the Blumaka insoles. “I didn’t really notice how much it was
sliding,” La Stella says, “until I wore them and felt just how grounded my foot
felt.” Most are also still using their original pairs.

To Jenkins, that solves a pair of issues, one more pressing than the other. The
main concern is sustainability. Eighty-five percent of each Blumaka insole
consists of recycled high-performance waste foam, 100 million tons of which
Jenkins says would be incinerated by the big footwear brands each year. That
was the problem he founded Blumaka to correct. But while he was addressing
that challenge, he thought he’d tackle another that had been bothering him for
decades: how a foot slips inside of a shoe.

Sustainability is good for the planet, but stopping slippage is why Blumaka’s
insoles have gained such traction inside the Giants clubhouse. “When your foot
slips even the slightest bit in your shoe, you’re not going to get your maximum
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output of force,” Yastrzemski says. Thus, from waste foam comes the
elimination of wasted force. Just how big of an impact that makes is
undetermined — Blumaka is conducting biomechanical studies, although
Yastrzemski has fiddled around with some of his own — but Jenkins says one
thing is clear.

“If you’re slipping,” he says, “you’re losing.”

Jenkins has been in the footwear business for 42 years, and the idea of an
affordable and durable non-slip insole has been rattling around in his head for
much of that time. “I saw somebody trying to solve this problem in 1989, and I
couldn’t get it out of my mind,” Jenkins says. Back then, “it just wasn’t feasible”
or cost-effective. So, he bided his time until the conditions were right.

In that sense, Blumaka has both been a long time coming and a short time to
market. Once Jenkins decided to take on the problem of waste foam — and the
problem of in-shoe slippage along with it — he had a factory built in China
that would be capable of handling such material. From the moment he decided
on a mold to work from, it took him 30 days to make his first prototype and
another 60 days to perfect the insoles’ tacky top layer. Not long after that, the
insoles wound up in Yastrzemski’s shoes.
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Jenkins had a professional relationship with the outfielder’s father-in-law and
wanted to get feedback from a professional athlete. So, he supplied Yastrzemski
with a pair in December 2020 and then sat by the phone and waited. For
months there was an agonizing silence — “It’s like sending your number to a
beautiful girl you want to date but you don’t hear anything,” Jenkins says — but
he figured pestering Yastrzemski for his opinion would produce only a false and
hollow approval.

Mike Yastrzemski’s Konnect Insoles have an anti-slip top cover to stabilize his feet during games.

(Courtesy of Blumaka)

https://theathletic.com/?attachment_id=3448164
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Then, a week before spring training in 2021, Yastrzemski requested another
pair. That was followed by requests for five more and then 10 more — in a
variety of sizes, to accommodate the various feet in the Giants clubhouse —
until Jenkins’ limited supply was exhausted. Now, the Blumaka founder was able
to exhale. “If the dogs eat the dog food, it’s good dog food,” he says, and he kept
running out of kibble.

One reason was the comfort the insoles provided. They are not extra thick,
which can give the wearer the sensation of being too tall in their shoes, and yet
they relieve pressure. “I have bad feet in general,” Longoria says. “I’ve tried every
kind of insole there is on the market. I’ve had custom orthotics made, I’ve tried
all the over-the-counter stuff you can buy. This has by far been the best result
that I’ve gotten from an insole.” They also hold up. Longoria is still on his
original set, as are La Stella and Yastrzemski.

That durability and comfort are selling points, and Blumaka markets a basic
insole that isn’t optimized for athletic performance. But athletes have been wise
to arch support for a long time. What sets the Blumaka insoles apart for
Yastrzemski and others is the grip they give the foot inside the shoe, which
Blumaka achieves with a tacky top layer. (Think the small rubberized dots on
the bottom of baby socks, except covering the whole surface.) Like Jenkins,
Giants players have come to believe that slipping is losing. Sports is about the
efficient application of force, and “you’re gradually dissipating force the more
you’re moving within the cleat,” La Stella says. Indeed, the Blumaka insoles grip
so well, they often come out of a shoe along with the wearer’s foot.

How much force is lost with normal insoles? Blumaka isn’t ready to make any
concrete claims yet. But Yastrzemski has done some tests of his own in the
team’s biomechanics lab at San Francisco’s spring training complex. “We have
some things where we can look at our rotational acceleration” in his swing, the
outfielder says — rotational acceleration is measured in G-forces — and he
noticed a jump of 5-7g with the insoles versus without. According to Blast
Motion, the MLB average rotational acceleration is 17g.

That matched what Yastrzemski sensed anecdotally.

“I could feel it in my swing,” he says. “I didn’t feel like I was moving as fast as I
could (without the insoles). I didn’t feel stable in the ground. In a game where
small advantages equal big rewards, it’s definitely something that I was wanting
to do.”

https://www.drivelinebaseball.com/2020/06/rotational-acceleration-sequencing-and-the-swing/
https://theathletic.com/mlb/
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One day last year, Jenkins’ phone rang. He picked it up to hear Ecker on the
other end. “What are you doing?” Ecker inquired, and the intensity of his voice
put Jenkins on his back foot. “I’m thinking he’s saying, ‘Hey, you’re messing
with my team,’” Jenkins says. “I was as nervous as a longtail cat in a rocking
chair factory.” Jenkins went into an explanation — “Donnie, I don’t really know
what I’m doing, but I know slipping in sports is not conducive to winning …”
— only to learn he was speaking to his most interested customer.

Ecker has since bought in, literally. In March, he became one of Blumaka’s
investors, and though he has yet to proselytize the benefits of Blumaka to his
new club, he calls the company’s slip-free insoles “a $100 million victory” that
will have applications far beyond the game of baseball. “This is going to
transcend stick-and-ball sports,” Ecker says. “This is going to get into physical
therapy, it’s going to get into hiking and general health and movement.” He’s
also involved in the company’s biomechanics testing, which he says is producing
encouraging early results.

“Some of the initial objective data tells us that, in general, ground forces are
increasing,” Ecker says. “We have a lot more stability with the knee and the hip
on side-to-side movement.”

If there’s to be an insole revolution in baseball, though, it remains in its early
stages. “Sales are never where you want them to be,” Jenkins says, although he
acknowledges that Blumaka hasn’t attempted to really market its product. A
YouTube demonstration of the insoles has only 27 views. Jenkins wanted to get
the insoles into the shoes of high-level athletes like Yastrzemski first to make
sure they worked before he ramped up production. ( Jenkins says Yastrzemski
was given founders shares “as a thank you” for his feedback about a year ago. No
other Giants players have any relationship with the company.) The insoles are
available for purchase on Blumaka’s website, although Jenkins says a distribution
deal with Drymax socks is currently in the works.
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What did you think of this story?

MEH SOLID AWESOME

The Importance of Interior Shoe Traction

If Blumaka’s reach can extend beyond the immediate circle of teammates to
whom Yastrzemski can hand a pair of insoles, it will give Jenkins a feeling of
accomplishment that baseball has long romanticized. It’s the euphoria felt by
the scout who discovers a transcendent talent toiling away on a dusty and
forgotten field. It’s the elation experienced by the quant who watches his team
exploit an untried analytical tactic on the field. It’s the electrifying sense of
being first.

Jenkins can feel it already.

“There’s a lot of people who get paid a lot of money to solve these problems and
they haven’t,” he says. “That feels kind of cool.”

(Top photo: Brandon Sloter / Icon Sportswire via Associated Press)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uf2R7NKdD9s
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